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In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 4
Are you looking for a Light novel that will keep you gripped to the very end? Mia, a girl with the
ass that just won't quit, finds herself catapulted into a new world. With Light's help, she will try
her best to win a cruel, magical game. My name is Ly Yurimoto, and I'm a writer who's gone
slightly crazy. My series of Light novels aren't what you would call conventional. If you're the
type of reader who's looking for princes on white horses, rescuing damsels in distress, and
living happily ever after, my books are not for you. My books are for readers who are looking
for something with some spice. In my books you will find: Magical powers, bombs, spells, and
fights A knight with gold armor that is fighting with a sword A plot that will keep you hooked
throughout A love story between Light and Mia Beautiful, spicy illustrations to take the ecchi
scenes throughout, to the next level If you're the type of reader who likes fun, erotic scenery,
and great, big bombs, this is the story for you. Would you call yourself a big fan of the Light
novel genre? If Light novels are something you really love, then stop wasting time! Scroll up
and click the BUY NOW button!

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 11
The conflict with the wicked god has come to an end, and Touya now presides over a unified
planet. Peace may yet return to the world, but it's still far from paradise! Touya must resolve a
centuries-long misunderstanding between two feuding nations, deal with a new matter of
interest in the divine realm, and handle whatever small national matters come his way, all while
planning for his long-awaited weddings! Sit back and relax before a story of swords, sorcery,
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and political intrigue!

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 8
The population of Brunhild is booming, which can mean only one thing. Guards, guards! We
need more guards! A mass call is set out. "Knights Wanted: Apply Within!" But Touya might
end up with more than he bargained for Meanwhile, in the floating halls of Babylon, a certain
resurrected doctor begins her mad machinations Just what kind of crazy machine does she
intend to build next? Set a chivalrous course for a tale of swords, sorcery, and burning sands!

In Another World with My Smartphone, Vol. 1 (manga)
Just when I thought navigating high school was bad enough, I woke up to a rotting, postapocalyptic world! I thought that the poisonous swamp surrounding my small island would have
protected me from all the drama, but what did I see staggering my way? A nasty, putrid
zombie! With nothing left to lose, I shoved it away! To my surprise, it turned into a living,
breathing, not-so-dead human! So, I have the power to purify zombies. And now I’m expected
to save this undead world from the zombie apocalypse? Great. This is so NOT my problem!

Afropean
Argues that because human beings are all connected to each other and the planet, the key to
creating a better world is to understand that our personal choices contain transformational
power.

The War of the Worlds
Doctor Babylon creates a new technological breakthrough thanks to the help of Elluka, a
renowned Gollem engineer. What is this new invention, you might ask? Why, it's the Core
Frame, of course! A new, revolutionary animal-shaped mech that interfaces with the Gollems
of the Reverse World. But will they be able to iron out all the kinks before disaster strikes? The
golden mutants stand poised to bring the Reverse World to ruin, and they won't wait around for
countermeasures to be perfected! Brace yourself for a tale of swords, sorcery, and political
powerplays!

In Another World with My Smartphone:
After a freak accident involving some lightning winds up zapping him dead, 15-year-old
Mochizuki Touya wakes up to find himself face-to-face with God. "I am afraid to say that I have
made a bit of a blunder" laments the old coot. But all is not lost! God says that he can
reincarnate Touya into a world of fantasy, and as a bonus, he gets to bring his smartphone
along with! So begins Touya's adventure in a new, anachronistic pseudo-medieval world.
Friends! Laughs! Tears! Inexplicable Deus ex Machina! He sets off on a journey full of wonder
as he absentmindedly travels from place to place, following whatever goal catches his fancy.
The curtains lift on an epic tale of swords, sorcery, and smartphone apps!

The More Beautiful World Our Hearts Know Is Possible
Touya continues his quest in the Babylon Ruins, but a deadly tabletop session could spell
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turmoil for his party. Prepare your best dice rolls for a hair-raising tale of swords, sorcery, and
forbidden knowledge!

In Another World with My Smartphone: Volume 14
It's time for the Duchy of Brunhild to host a national festival, and Mochizuki Touya is smackbang in the middle. World leaders are in attendance, nobility, traveling adventurers And even
God himself has seen fit to grace the mortal realm with his presence. What will Touya do when
the big man upstairs comes downstairs for a change? More importantly, will he have enough
dessert?! Meanwhile, in the Reverse World, tragedy strikes An unusual purple Gollem surfaces
alongside a strange, depraved woman Their actions paint an otherwise calm marketplace deep
crimson Put on your party hats for a tale of swords, sorcery, and tasty snacks!

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 5
Line Notebook Cover Arts Designed Happy Birthday Gifts Black Cover Blank Line Notebook
Journal Size 6in x 9in x 100 Pages Write in and Journal Composition BookThis notebook is a
wonderful daily lined notebook to write - draw - journal - take notes - make your lists - and
much more creativity!This is a simple and durable all-purpose daily notebook.There is plenty of
room inside for writing notes - drawing - journaling - doodling - making your lists - creative
writing - school notes.This is the perfect and uniquely designed notebook you need! Wonderful
as a gift - present - or personal notebook!

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 3
It's great being a hero! Super powers, loved by every-- wait, what? Brought over by mistake?
These stats are awful, and the kingdom sure seems sketchy And so begins Mukouda
Tsuyoshi's life in another world. And if he thought his strength was bad, his special skill is
accessing his old online supermarket?! It's useless for combat, but if he plays his cards right,
there's gold in rare goods. At least, that's what Mukouda thinks, but it turns out his modern
food might be more special than it appears - and in this world, Japanese food isn't an everyday
sight! Quiet days lead to silent storms, especially once a gluttonous fenrir starts causing
trouble and asking for seconds!

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 9
Still struggling to unite two worlds, fledgling god Mochizuki Touya carries on with his work. The
mutants continue to attack the Reverse World, hungrily devouring the souls of the fallen in
service of Yula and the wicked god. And so, it's up to Touya to teach another set of offworlders how to pilot the Frame Gears! Hopefully he's not too late Elsewhere, a mystery
unfurls regarding a long-lost prince of a devastated kingdom Perhaps the Mage-King of
Isengard has the answers Touya seeks? Chaos runs rampant, tearing open the veil upon a
story of swords, sorcery, and heterochromia!

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 19
Mochizuki Touya continues his work as grand duke of Brunhild. He's the proud inheritor of the
(almost) complete Babylon Islands, the mighty master of the Frame Gear Mechs, and a slowly
flowering bud of divine power, but that doesn't mean he has any room to relax! The time has
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come for answers! A new threat emerges within the Roadmare Union! But can Touya convince
the mighty doge that his Frame Gears are the right method to deal with the oncoming danger?
Just who is the enigmatic Ende, and what does he have to do with the crystal creatures that so
recklessly bring the world closer to despair? Just what is the secret of Touya's divinity? Put on
your thinking caps for a tale of swords, sorcery, and custom-built mechatronics!

Saving 80,000 Gold in Another World for my Retirement Vol. 1
After dying in a traffic accident, I find myself standing near an unfamiliar lake. My body won't
move, I can't hear my voice, and when I try to shout in confusion, words that I never expected
come out! "Get one free with a winner." I-it seems I've turned into a vending machine! I can
only do what actual vending machines can. It's impossible to move by myself, and there's no
way for me to have any meaningful conversation-how am I going to survive some fantasy
world's dungeon like this?!

Oblivion
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on
the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into his own hands, Junior
leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town high school where the
only other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The
Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences,
coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the
contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break away from the
life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman Alexie
and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and
collectors alike.

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 15
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER · NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER · NAMED ONE
OF TIME’S TEN BEST NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE · PULITZER PRIZE
FINALIST · NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD FINALIST · ONE OF OPRAH’S
“BOOKS THAT HELP ME THROUGH” · NOW AN HBO ORIGINAL SPECIAL EVENT Hailed
by Toni Morrison as “required reading,” a bold and personal literary exploration of America’s
racial history by “the most important essayist in a generation and a writer who changed the
national political conversation about race” (Rolling Stone) NAMED ONE OF THE MOST
INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN · NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST
MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE · NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
The New York Times Book Review · O: The Oprah Magazine · The Washington Post · People
· Entertainment Weekly · Vogue · Los Angeles Times · San Francisco Chronicle · Chicago
Tribune · New York · Newsday · Library Journal · Publishers Weekly In a profound work that
pivots from the biggest questions about American history and ideals to the most intimate
concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates offers a powerful new framework for
understanding our nation’s history and current crisis. Americans have built an empire on the
idea of “race,” a falsehood that damages us all but falls most heavily on the bodies of black
women and men—bodies exploited through slavery and segregation, and, today, threatened,
locked up, and murdered out of all proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black body and find a
way to live within it? And how can we all honestly reckon with this fraught history and free
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ourselves from its burden? Between the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to
answer these questions in a letter to his adolescent son. Coates shares with his son—and
readers—the story of his awakening to the truth about his place in the world through a series of
revelatory experiences, from Howard University to Civil War battlefields, from the South Side of
Chicago to Paris, from his childhood home to the living rooms of mothers whose children’s
lives were taken as American plunder. Beautifully woven from personal narrative, reimagined
history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage, Between the World and Me clearly
illuminates the past, bracingly confronts our present, and offers a transcendent vision for a way
forward.

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 13
16-year-old Mochizuki Touya continues everyday life in his new world, well aware that it could
all come tumbling down at any moment. He's the budding administrator of Babylon, the
fledgling grand duke of Brunhild, and now he's a mecha pilot? Desperate to find a way to halt
the incoming Phrase onslaught, Touya makes a mad dash for the Hangar of Babylon, hoping it
can give him the edge he needs. What he finds is the Frame Gear, an ancient humanoid
fighting machine! Join Touya and his ever-growing band of wives as they tap into their
mechanical sides. All systems standby for a tale of swords, sorcery, and oversized wrenches.

JK Haru is a Sex Worker in Another World
Due to God having a bit of a clumsy accident, Touya Mochizuki is killed and reincarnated in a
medieval fantasy world, along with his smartphone? His easygoing, wondrous journey through
another world starts here!

The Rising of the Shield Hero Volume 18
Winner of the Jhalak Prize 'A revelation' Owen Jones 'Afropean seizes the blur of
contradictions that have obscured Europe's relationship with blackness and paints it into
something new, confident and lyrical' Afua Hirsch A Guardian, New Statesman and BBC
History Magazine Best Book of 2019 'Afropean. Here was a space where blackness was taking
part in shaping European identity A continent of Algerian flea markets, Surinamese
shamanism, German Reggae and Moorish castles. Yes, all this was part of Europe too With
my brown skin and my British passport - still a ticket into mainland Europe at the time of writing
- I set out in search of the Afropeans, on a cold October morning.' Afropean is an on-theground documentary of areas where Europeans of African descent are juggling their multiple
allegiances and forging new identities. Here is an alternative map of the continent, taking the
reader to places like Cova Da Moura, the Cape Verdean shantytown on the outskirts of Lisbon
with its own underground economy, and Rinkeby, the area of Stockholm that is eighty per cent
Muslim. Johny Pitts visits the former Patrice Lumumba University in Moscow, where West
African students are still making the most of Cold War ties with the USSR, and Clichy Sous
Bois in Paris, which gave birth to the 2005 riots, all the while presenting Afropeans as lead
actors in their own story.

Campfire Cooking in Another World with my Absurd Skill (MANGA) Volume 1
Spring has sprung in Brunhild, and Mochizuki Touya continues to live his happy-go-lucky life.
Flowers bloom, parties come and go, and everything seems just about fine But wait! The
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mysterious pink-haired girl, Sakura, is identified by someone. Just what could this mean for
her? Who exactly is Farnese Forneus, and what is her connection to the overlord of Xenoahs?
But wait, a more pressing issue is the final piece of Babylon, and the remarkably twisted secret
it has in store for our heroes Set a very cautious course for a tale of swords, sorcery, and
advanced cryogenics!

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 21
*record scratch* *freeze frame on Haru Koyama getting choked by a horny naked dude* Yep,
that's me. You're probably wondering how I got into this situation. Not by choice, I can tell you
that! It started when my weirdo classmate, Chiba, tried to save me from a runaway truck and
got us both killed instead. Idiot. Then we got transported to another world, which I guess is like
an otaku dream come true, or something? Chiba ends up with cheat abilities, and what do I
get? Nothing! Lucky me, I get to be a sex worker instead. Gotta earn money somehow
but
since I have to do it, I'm gonna kick ass at it. This world treats women even worse than the one
we came from, so things getrough. Still, I've made friends with some of the girls, and if I can
juggle Chiba's idiocy and Sumo the virgin's emotions on top of all the various kinks my
customers throw at me, things will be all rightwon't they?

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian
Naofumi obtains the mirror vassal weapon from Kizuna’s world, which can enhance abilities
through food. Now Naofumi and his allies start stuffing their faces for the sake of getting
stronger! But there’s a limit to how much volume they can stomach. Seeking food that can
better boost their abilities in smaller servings, the party heads to a town inhabited by a famous
chef. However, after a trivial comment, Naofumi finds himself facing down the chef in an all-out
cooking battle! “There’s nothing fair, and no rules in this place! That means only a master of
foul play and cunning will be the victor!” How will Naofumi’s cooking skills, so praised by his
allies, fare in this culinary challenge amid unknown surroundings? Get ready to feast on the
eighteenth volume of this still rising otherworld fantasy!

In Another World with My Smartphone Vol 1
Brace yourself for a tale of swords, sorcery, and absolute calamity. 16-year-old Mochizuki
Touya has it all. Grand Duke of an upstart nation, inventor of goods ranging from hula hoop to
caramelized popcorn, administrator of Babylon, and pilot of the Anti-Phrase Frame Gears. The
western nations love him but darker machinations unfurl in the far east. Yulong, the glorious
Empire of Heaven, regards Touya with envious eyes, brazen enough to send assassins into
Brunhild! To make matters worse, the mysterious young girl known as Sakura seems to have a
connection with these dark assailants. In the background, dark forces gather. Something big
approaches. Something far greater than anything Touya has ever faced before.

Between the World and Me
*Even though I don’t want to go to the dungeon!* Caught up in a “Hero Summoning,” the
hapless Mukohda was brought to another world from modern Japan, but he decided to make
the most of it and enjoy a leisurely life of travel with his familiars, Fel and Sui. With new
goddesses forcing blessings on him in exchange for offerings, and another familiar in the form
of a peckish pixie dragon, Mukohda steadily amasses wealth and power. Finally, the cowardly
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hero (with a little “help” from his friends) has reached the city of Dolan, where he will challenge
the city’s dungeon, whether he wants to or not! But the challenges start before he sets foot
inside the dungeon, such as getting accosted by a disappointment of a guildmaster, extorted
for booze by some rather intense male gods, and splurging on an actual kitchen stove. For
Mukohda, diligent preparation for dungeon diving begins with preparing enough meals to
satisfy his voracious companions. Thus armed to battle his familiar’s hunger, Mukohda’s party
sets its sights on glorious battle in the dungeon. With ridiculous skills and overpowered magic
beasts on his side, does the dungeon even stand a chance?!

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 16
An accessible, no-holds-barred analysis of globalization, movements for social change and
justice, and alternate strategies.

Another World’s Zombie Apocalypse Is Not My Problem!
Stalwart as ever, 16-year-old Mochizuki Touya heads off to the far eastern land of Eashen with
his party in tow. For what purpose? The Matriarch of the Fairy Clan wishes to delve into some
ancient ruins, of course! But it's never quite that simple for Touya and his friends, oh no. The
party is thrust into the midst of a clash between the warlords Takeda Schingen and Tokugawa
Ieyahsu, while a nefarious necromancer makes his move in the shadows Throw in a Gynoid or
two, an ancient legacy, another ridiculous summoning pact, and you've got yourself a brand
new recipe for disaster! Once more the sun rises upon an epic tale of sorcery, smartphones,
and floating cities!

In Another World with My Smartphone: Volume 16
Undeterred by his untimely death on Earth, 15-year-old Mochizuki Touya continues to meander
around in another world! After a series of misadventures, the young man has assembled a
motley crew of adventurers including the timid mage Linze, the feisty brawler Elze, the everhungry samurai Yae, and even the young archer Yumina, heir to the Belfast throne. Together
with his party (and a divine white tiger), Touya sets his sights on the horizon, heading for the
demi-human kingdom of Mismede! But all is not what it seems the beastman king issues a
personal challenge, and a black-scaled dragon could soon spell out Touya's doom! The
curtains lift once again on an epic tale of sorcery, smartphone apps, and gunblades?!

Reborn as a Vending Machine, I Now Wander the Dungeon, Vol. 1 (light novel)
After a series of troubling events, Mochizuki Touya takes some much-needed downtime. The
fate of two worlds still hangs in the balance, he needs to secure more allies in the Reverse
World, and Yula and the wicked god continue their dark machinations in the background, but
that doesn't mean that our hero can't take a little time for romance and relaxation. But
unbeknownst to our crew, another god may have set his eyes on the mortal realm Lovers waltz
and blades clash, unveiling a story of swords, sorcery, and fun in the sun!

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 1
Still struggling to unite two worlds, fledgling god Mochizuki Touya carries on with his work. The
mutants continue to attack the Reverse World, hungrily devouring the souls of the fallen in
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service of Yula and the wicked god. And so, it's up to Touya to teach another set of offworlders how to pilot the Frame Gears! Hopefully he's not too late Elsewhere, a mystery
unfurls regarding a long-lost prince of a devastated kingdom Perhaps the Mage-King of
Isengard has the answers Touya seeks? Chaos runs rampant, tearing open the veil upon a
story of swords, sorcery, and heterochromia!

Campfire Cooking in Another World with My Absurd Skill: Volume 3
The time has come for the showdown against the wicked god. There’s just one problem Touya
and company need to purify the venom surrounding Isengard first! But fret not, Uncle Kousuke
is here to help. He just needs a little assistance nurturing a very special sapling. Meanwhile,
Touya thinks back to Earth and finds his thoughts returning to the family he left behind. The
final battle begins at last, ringing in a story of swords, sorcery, and very unhelpful Unicorns.

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 7
Get that 2 billion yen for an easy retirement! And look at that—there's a little cutie tagging
along! Having lost her family to a freak accident, eighteen-year-old Mitsuha Yamano was left to
fend against the harsh world all on her own. She was at a loss, thinking about her future, when
a mysterious entity gave her the power to jump between worlds. How will she wield it? While at
times Mitsuha can be a huge ditz, she's a tough nut to crack. She begins using all the modern
tools and knowledge at her disposal to carve her own path in this money-making fantasy set in
a medieval world!

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 10
The time has come at long last. Touya's set to get married to his nine blushing brides. The
invites have been sent, the food is all accounted for, and the entire nation of Brunhild trembles
with anticipation. But will he make it through the big day unscathed? Not if his divine retinue
has anything to say about it! And of course, there's the small matter of his honeymoon Bringing
nine spouses through a spatial tear for a vacation on planet Earth sounds like a novel enough
idea. What could possibly go wrong? Wedding bells ring, signaling a tale of swords, sorcery,
and smiles!

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 18
16-year-old Mochizuki Touya has it all. Grand Duke of an upstart nation, inventor of goods
ranging from hula hoop to caramelized popcorn, administrator of Babylon, and pilot of the AntiPhrase Frame Gears. The western nations love him but darker machinations unfurl in the far
east. Yulong, the glorious Empire of Heaven, regards Touya with envious eyes, brazen enough
to send assassins into Brunhild! To make matters worse, the mysterious young girl known as
Sakura seems to have a connection with these dark assailants. In the background, dark forces
gather. Something big approaches. Something far greater than anything Touya has ever faced
before. Brace yourself for a tale of swords, sorcery, and absolute calamity.

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 2
A New York Times Book Review Notable Book of 2017 An electrifying first collection from one
of the most exciting short story writers of our time "I can't recall the last time I laughed this hard
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at a book. Simultaneously, I'm shocked and scandalized. She's brilliant, this young
woman."--David Sedaris Ottessa Moshfegh's debut novel Eileen was one of the literary events
of 2015. Garlanded with critical acclaim, it was named a book of the year by The Washington
Post and the San Francisco Chronicle, nominated for a National Book Critics Circle Award,
short-listed for the Man Booker Prize, and won the PEN/Hemingway Award for debut fiction.
But as many critics noted, Moshfegh is particularly held in awe for her short stories. Homesick
for Another World is the rare case where an author's short story collection is if anything more
anticipated than her novel. And for good reason. There's something eerily unsettling about
Ottessa Moshfegh's stories, something almost dangerous, while also being delightful, and even
laugh-out-loud funny. Her characters are all unsteady on their feet in one way or another; they
all yearn for connection and betterment, though each in very different ways, but they are often
tripped up by their own baser impulses and existential insecurities. Homesick for Another
World is a master class in the varieties of self-deception across the gamut of individuals
representing the human condition. But part of the unique quality of her voice, the echt
Moshfeghian experience, is the way the grotesque and the outrageous are infused with
tenderness and compassion. Moshfegh is our Flannery O'Connor, and Homesick for Another
World is her Everything That Rises Must Converge or A Good Man is Hard to Find. The flesh is
weak; the timber is crooked; people are cruel to each other, and stupid, and hurtful. But beauty
comes from strange sources. And the dark energy surging through these stories is powerfully
invigorating. We're in the hands of an author with a big mind, a big heart, blazing chops, and a
political acuity that is needle-sharp. The needle hits the vein before we even feel the prick.

Making Another World Possible
Making Another World Possible offers a broad look at an array of socially engaged cultural
practices that have become increasingly visible in the past decade, across diverse fields such
as visual art, performance, theater, activism, architecture, urban planning, pedagogy, and
ecology. Part I of the book introduces the reader to the field of socially engaged art and cultural
practice, spanning the past ten years of dynamism and development. Part II presents a visually
striking summary of key events from 1945 to the present, offering an expansive view of socially
engaged art throughout history, and Part III offers an overview of the current state of the field,
elucidating some of the key issues facing practitioners and communities. Finally, Part IV
identifies ten global issues and, in turn, documents 100 key artistic projects from around the
world to illustrate the various critical, aesthetic and political modes in which artists, cultural
workers, and communities are responding to these issues from their specific local contexts.
This is a much needed and timely archive that broadens and deepens the conversation on
socially engaged art and culture. It includes commissioned essays from noted critics,
practitioners, and theorists in the field, as well as key examples that allow insights into
methodologies, contextualize the conditions of sites, and broaden the range of what constitutes
an engaged culture. Of interest to a wide range of readers, from practitioners and scholars of
performance to curators and historians, Making Another World Possible offers both breadth
and depth, spanning history and individual works, to offer a unique insight into the field of
socially engaged art.

Another World is Possible If-When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians
emerge and begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is under attack.
Armed soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian
cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across England, the locals
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must fight for their lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is an unabridged version
of one of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science
fiction novel was first published in book form in 1898, and is considered a classic of English
literature.

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 6
The two continents have finally collided, but the dawn of this new world is quickly overcast by a
sinister bombardment from the space between worlds. What foul machinations has the wicked
god orchestrated? Touya may not live to find out! The unstoppable Grand Duke of Brunhild has
finally met his match in the form of a poison that can render he and everyone he loves
completely powerless! Pack your antidotes and prepare for a tale of swords, sorcery, and
drones!

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 17
The newly-crowned 16-year-old Grand Duke of Brunhild, Mochizuki Touya, is just starting to
get the hang of managing a nation. What better way to christen his Duchy than to host a party
with all the other royals in the region? Laughter! Fun! Pinball! But it's not all fun and games,
Touya's search to uncover the truth behind the Phrase and Babylon bring him to the depths of
the darkest forests, and the caps of the snowiest mountains. Not only that, but new territory
means new responsibilities, and soon enough the eyes of the Vatican fall upon him.
"Blasphemy!" they scream, "God is no old man, he is a magnificent being of light!" How will
Touya react when even the Pope challenges the honor of the old man that gave him a new
lease on life. The bells toll for a riveting tale of swords, sorcery, and savage tribals?!

Homesick for Another World
Mochizuki Touya has no time to rest. The fate of two worlds hang in the balance, after all. The
Metal Devils, guided by Yula and seemingly supported by two mysterious twins, are on the
rampage They've mercilessly targeted the souls of people in both the world Touya knows, and
the Reverse World! Armed with his new Frame Gear, Reginleif, will Touya be able to stop the
malignant machinations of a wicked god? Fissures in space begin to crack, revealing a story of
swords, sorcery, and a corrupted knight!

In Another World With My Smartphone: Volume 20
16-year-old Mochizuki Touya marches across the blazing desert sands toward the Burning
Kingdom of Sandora. His goal? The Second Babylon. But once again, his journey is not so
simple. The land is fraught with danger, and the cryptic words of an ancient doctor echo in the
back of his mind. The Phrase rear their ugly heads, the dimensional boundary of the world
begins to strain, and the mysterious monochrome boy, Ende, appears once more to puzzle
Touya and friends. To make matters worse, a government starts to crumble, falling on the cusp
of a military coup! Can Touya and his ever-growing band of adventurers stand against the
combined forces of chaotic fate? Or will he finally meet his match? The curtains rise one more
on a tale of swords, sorcery, and unnecessary housing renovations.
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